Abstract-Cloud Computing is just like a large pool, in which various accessible and virtualized resources are available. These resources include hardware, development platforms and services. In Cloud Computing, it is possible to assemble very large, powerful systems; these systems may consist of many small and inexpensive commodity components. Cloud Computing is the emerging technology, that is used for providing various computing and storage services over the Internet. Information security is a critical issue in Cloud Computing environments. Clouds have no borders; hence the data can be physically located anywhere in any data centre across the network geographically distributed. In this paper, I work on the Cloud Computing security wherein I use the RSA algorithm to encrypt the data and image sequencing password for authentication.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud is an internet based technology that uses the internet and central remote servers to support data and applications. The Cloud Computing permits many users to access the system without installation of personal files on any computer but with internet access. In Cloud Computing, websites and server based applications are executed on a specific system. The Cloud Computing flexibility is a function of the allocation of resources on authorized request. It generally incorporates infrastructure, platform, and software as services. These service providers rent data-center hardware and software to deliver storage and computing services through the Internet. Internet users can receive services from a cloud as if they were employing a super computer. The data can be stored on a cloud rather than storing it on their own devices which also makes ubiquitous data access possible. They can run their applications on much more powerful Cloud Computing platforms with software deployed in the cloud which mitigates the user burden of full software installation and continual upgrade on their local devices
Implementation Plan
Sender Panel:-Sender Registration:-Sender fills registration form. Form having all personal information with their password sequence. Sender have to define a image sequence for the login procedure. Image Sequence will get store into the database. Sender will receive a mail which contains Sequence of images which he specify during Registration. Which will help to recover password anytime.
Sender Login:-When Sender try to login into the system, he have to enter a username for the verification. If that username present into the database then randomly place image grid will get display. Sender have to follow the sequential which he specified during registration. If the sequence match with the previously define sequence then sender login into the system or else he will get invalid username or password alert message.
Upload File:-Sender browse the file which he wants to share with receiver. Also he will specify the email id of the receiver.
Encryption Using RSA:-After uploading file application encrypt the file using RSA algorithm and store into the folder and database. No one will open the encrypted file because its encrypted using public key.
Cipher Text:-After Encryption using RSA algorithm Encrypted file is store into the secure folder. Mail Private Key Via Email:-Algorithm generated private key is share with receiver via mail. which will help to decrypt the file.
Receiver Panel:-
Receiver Registration:-Receiver fills registration form. Form having all personal information with their password sequence. Receiver have to define a image sequence for the login procedure. Image Sequence will get store into the database. Receiver will receive a mail which contains Sequence of images which he specify during Registration. Which will help to recover password anytime.
Receiver Login:-When Receiver try to login into the system, he have to enter a username for the verification. If that username present into the database then randomly place image grid will get display. Receiver has to follow the sequential which he specified during registration. If the sequence match with the previously define sequence then sender login into the system or else he will get invalid username or password alert message.
View File:-Receiver view the list of the files which are share by sender. Receiver can see file name, Share by person name, date time.
Enter Private Key for File Decryption:-once receiver click on download button, new window will get open. He have to enter the key which is receive via mail. Download File:-if the key matches system automatically decrypt the file and download into the system. And receiver can now access the file effectively.
SYSTEM ARCHIECTURE

Proposed System Architecture
The processes involved in this project are shown in above diagram The following explains the sequence of steps involved in image based password. At first user requested to sign up by entering the name, date of birth, phone number, mail id and then user is provided with 3 images and the user must click one point per image. The images may be predefined or users wish. These click points are encrypted and decrypted using RSA cryptographic algorithm, which brings better security to the system. For login the user must select the same click points. If the user fails to select the correct password for more than 3 times, the user account would be locked and the account would be unlocked by entering the random alphanumeric text that has been sent to the authorized person mail. This approach would bring security and authorization to the system.
A. Service Models Of Cloud Computing:
Once a cloud is developed, it can differ from its requirements. There are various models we use in Cloud Computing .These models are:
Cloud computer services
· Software as a Service (SaaS)
In the SaaS, the consumers purchase the ability to access and use an application or service that is hosted in the cloud.
· Platform as a Service (PaaS)
In the PaaS, the consumers purchase access to the platforms, enabling them to deploy their own software and applications in the cloud.
· Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
Consumers control and manage the systems in terms of the operating systems, applications, storage, and network connectivity. Communications as a Service model is used to describe hosted IP telephony services. Physical infrastructure is abstracted to provide computing, storage, and networking as a service, avoiding the expense and need for dedicated systems.
B. Deployment Models of Cloud Computing:
Deploying Cloud Computing depends on various requirements; hence it is different from other technology. As far as deploying a cloud is concerned, four deployment models can be used wherein each model has its specific characteristics
· Private Cloud
The private cloud is used for the personal work, as the private cloud can be maintained and operated by a specific organization. The operation may be in house or with a third party on the premises.
· Community Cloud
This cloud is shared among the various organizations having the same or similar interests and requirements. This may help to limit the capital expenditure costs for its establishment as the costs are shared among the organizations.
· Public Cloud
The cloud infrastructure is available to the public on a commercial basis by a cloud service provider. This enables the consumer to develop and deploy a service in the cloud with very little financial outlay compared to the capital expenditure requirements.
· Hybrid Cloud:
The cloud infrastructure may consist of number of clouds of various types, but the clouds have the ability through their interfaces to allow data or applications to be moved from one cloud to another. This can be a combination of private and public clouds.
II. PURPOSED WORK
Currently, Information security plays one of the major critical issues in Cloud Computing environments. Clouds have no borders and the data can be physically located anywhere in any data centre across the network. The network is geographically distributed, So the nature of Cloud Computing raises serious issues regarding user authentication, information integrity and confidentiality. With the cloud model, you lose control over physical security.
In a public cloud, you are sharing computing resources with other companies. In a shared pool outside the enterprise, you do not have any knowledge or control of where the resources run. Storage services provided by one cloud vendor may be incompatible with another vendor services. Data integrity is the assurance that the data is consistent and correct. Ensuring the integrity of the data really means that it changes only in response to authorized transactions. The cloud service provider for cloud makes sure that the customer does not face any problems such as loss of data or data theft. There is also a possibility where a malicious user can penetrate the cloud by impersonating a legitimate user, there by infecting the entire cloud so I think that an effective user authentication system should be available which provides access only to the authorized people.
III. METHODOLOGY:
There are basic two types of attacks:
· Active attacks ·Passive attacks
In passive attacks, the data confidentiality breaks since the third parties have access to your data but cannot do any modification in the data[1].
In active attacks, the data integrity breaks since the data can be modified by the third party and it can be sent back to the user. To solve the problem of security in Cloud Computing, we are going to use two ways of security process in Cloud Computing. Here I use an image sequence based password which provides security for user authentication attacks at user end and I use RSA Algorithm for secure encryption of data over the cloud. Suppose in this we use the horse-cow-goat-panda, and fix this as the password so the sequence number will be 2468. So when we enter the sequence number, we get access to enter our cloud. Apparently this sequence will always be changed whenever the system is logged on so that the password sequence is same but the position changes so that the numbers are changed.
Here in fig 3, the position of the animals are shuffled hence our password is also changed. Now our password becomes 4865 according to the position of horse-cow-goat-panda. So this process consecutively happens which makes the password unbreakable.
Since there is no password or algorithm which is so secure; I use RSA encryption to protect the data further more.
We use the RSA algorithm as:
1. Choose two large prime numbers P and Q 2. Calculate N = P x Q 3. Select the public key (i.e., Encryption Key) E such that it is not a factor of (P-1) and (Q-1) 4. 
V. CONCLUSION
Cloud is totally a distributed environment with heterogeneous networks geographically, so a security system like this will absolutely make a mark in providing better solution to the major issue called security and which further more gives an efficient performance in terms of Authenticity. 
